The Satellite
The satellite isequippedwithseveral advanced features.
One of these is a very high-gain, multiple-hopping-beam antenna system, which enables the use of smaller, less costly, 1.2-meter aperture earth stations. The dynamic capabilities of this system, in conjunction with the use of a time-division multiple-access (TDMA) channel allocation scheme, allow capacity to be allocated to users on-demaud. In addition, the use of narrow spot beams allows reuse of the allocated frequency spectrum. The T1-VSAT earth station is con_olled by two major software modules ([3] , Appendix C). One is the modem management module, whose primary purpose is to control the modem hardware in order to communicate with the satellite. The other is the call management module, which controls the TIE, supplies the interface to the user via a dialing plan and provides end-to-end coordination of call setups and tear downs.
In subsequent sections it will be shown how the ACTS T1-VSAT network can be used to implement a satellitebased audio conferencing system-
AUDIO CONFERENCING STATE.OF.PRACTICE
Most audio conferencing service providers today use advanced, fully digital, full-duplex audio bridges in their conferencing business ([6] , p. 33). These bridges are typically used in a star topology, where each conference participant is connected to the bridge. Bridges can be located anywhere in the telecommunications network. Since communication satellites are part of this network, it is possible that a conference participant may be connected to a tr0.'dge via one or more satellite hops (Fig. 2) .
The audio signal of a conference participant that is connected to a bridge via one or more satellite hops is delayed by 250 to 300 msec. (depending upon the elevation of the satellite above the horizon) for each hop ([8] , p. 68).
If two participants are connected to the same audio bridge via satellite hops, the total delay in the signal between them is the sum of the delays incurred in each of their signals to the bridge. In contrast, the signal between two participants that are connected to the same bridge via terrestrial links typicafiy has a delay of less than 100 msec. In general, the signals between any one participant and all other participants in the same conference may each have a different delay, depending on how each participant is connected to the bridge.
In conferences where all participants are connected to the bridge via satellite hops, the delays may be equal, but are usually of significant duration. 
Figure 2 -Audio Bridge Topology
Given the capabilities of current audio confcrencing systems, several shortcomings can be identified: 1) Since it is possible for the audio signals between conference participants to have different delays, voice overruns may occur, making conversation ditticult. This problem stems from the inability to determine: a) which connections at the bridge involve satellite hops, and b) the amount of delay on those connections. If this could be determined, an equal amount of delay could be induced on ottmr connections as necessary to synchronize the transmission and reception of audio signals among all participants. However, this currently cannot be done automatically.
2) Since itispossible fortheaudiosignals between conference participants to havesignificant delays due todoublesatellite hops,lengthy pausesresult which make conversation unnatural.
3) Since audio conferences must be scheduled through the bridge provider, the action of starting a conference becomes less spontaneous. In addition, bridges, unlike PABX systems, do not support a camp-on calling feature. Therefore, once in a conference, a user cannot do a "hook flash", get dial tone, and add additional parties at will,which is a completely natural operation.
AUDIO CONFERENCING USING ACTS
gmaimmr,_ • All participants will be inter-connected using single hop paths.
•
No prior scheduling of resources will be required to start a conference.
• A new member will be able to be added at any time (i.e. it is not necessary to add all members at the start of the conference).
• A new member will be able to be added by any existing member (i.e. no operator intervention is required).
• A new member will be added to the conference in a minimal amount of time.
• Conference integrity will be maintained during ACTS network changes (e.g. startup of new traffic terminals, shutdown of existing traffic terminals,
etc.).
• Simultaneous conference operations will be processed properly network-wide (e.g. new member adds, existing member drops and conference starts).
• All voice paths willuse full-duplex channels, as in current audio conferencing systems. several of the above requirements posed challenging design problems that demanded innovative solutions.
Constraints
Several constraints governed the development of the ACTS audio conferencing system. These constraints and the reasons for them are described below:
• An unlimited number of conferences may be in progress in the network at the same time;
however, each T1-VSAT earth station can only participate in a single conference at one time. This is a result of: 1) the customer decision to support only one Redeom Eight Party Additive Conference board at each earth station, and 2) the decisionto use the board in a non-partitioned mode. (For more information regarding the use of this board, see [7] , Sections 4.18 and 6.22.)
•
The maximum number of connectionsto a conference is restricted to eight,due to the capacity of the Redcom Eight Party Additive Conference board.
• For any given conference, a single T1-VSAT earth station can onlyhostone local connectiontothe _.
Thisiscausedby a conference board limitation that restricts the way connections to it can be made.
However, through the use of a speakerpho_ in lieu of a handset, this single local connection can be made to support multiple conference participants.
(Note: For clarity in the retminder of this document, it is assumed that the local connection to a conference is via a standard handset; therefore, each local connection indicates one participant) These constraints, which are documented in [5], are provided here as supporting information to clarify subsequent discussionsof design and implementation details of the ACTS audio conferencing system.
Solutions to Key Design Problems
The audio conferencing system which was developed satisfies all of the above requirements. It uses the point-tomultipoint on-board switching capability of the satellite in conjunction with a conference board in the TIE at each earth station toachieve single hop connectivity among all participants. Moreover,itaddresses thelackof spontaneity in currentsystems by allowinga user to easilystart a conference from any standard telephonehandsetconnected to an ACTS TI-VSAT earthstation, and quicklyadd new members to theconferenceat any time using the "hook flash" capability.
As willbe seen laterin thissection, the fulfillment of
The design of the ACTS audio conferencing system required the solution of many diverse problems. Three of these proved to be of special interest and are presented here in detail.
1) Achieving connectivity using single hop paths among all participants
The key elements underlying the achievement of efficient 
4).
The advantage of using point-to-multipoint circuits is that adding each additional destination to such a circuit does not require any additional resources at the origination earth station, nor any additional uplink capacity at the satellite. At each earth station, this method requires resources for 1 outgoing simplex circuit and N-1 incoming simplex circuits.
Since each earth station in an ACTS audio conference supports only one conference participant, the voice of that participant is wansmitted on the single outgoing simplex circuit, and the voices of all other participants are received on the incoming simplex circuits. Hence, the use ofpoint-to-multipoint circuits in this manner provides full mesh connectivity among all participants. The necessary circuits required to achieve this connectivity are set up dynamically as each new participant is requested to join the conference.
At each earth station, the incoming simplex circuits are used as inputs to the local audio conference hardware, and the mixed output is presented to the earpiece of the participant's handset.
The output of the mouthpiece of the participant's handset is connected to the single outgoing simplex circuit and bypasses the audio conference hardware. This outgoing signal becomes one of the inputs to the audio conference hardware at each of the other conference participants' earth stations. These connections are shown in detail for a single earth station in Figure 5 and for a four-member As shown above, an architecture incorporating point-tomultipoint circuits and audio mixing hardware in this manner can be used to provide full conference interconnection without inducing double hop paths.
2)Adding a new participant in a minimal amount of time
The task of adding a new participant to an audio conference is best explained with an example.
Assume a three-party conference is in progress, involving participants at earth stations #1, #2 and #3.
Furthermore, assume that the participant at earth station #1 is attempting m add a new member at earth station #4. The following lists show the tasks that must be done at each of the four earth stations, and Figure 7 shows the necessary circuits that must be set up to add the new member.
Earth station #1:
• Notify all earth stations in the network that earth station #4 is to be added to this conference.
• 
Earth station #4:
• Check for the availability of the audio conferencehardwareresource.
• If available, check for the availability of resources at this earth station to support an O.gtgi/Jag simplex circuit.
• Continuing the example above, Table 1 shows the time required by each earth station to complete its tasks.
Two approaches for executing these tasks were examined: I) a serial approach, in which all tasks at one earthstation are completed before beginning the tasks at any otherearth station, and 2) a _ approach, in which the tasks at all earth stations are executed at the same time, although the tasks at each individual earth station are executed serially.
Comparing these two approaches, it can be seen that adding a fourth me_ to a ttnee-party conference using the serial Given this value of T and the above example of adding a fourth member to a conference, the difference between the serial method (31.5 secs.) and the parallel method (18 sees.) clearly indicates that a parallel approach is more desirable.
The parallel approach is not without its drawbacks however.
In situations where adding a member to a fails due to unavailability of resources, the serial approach is superior. This is due to the ability of this method to begin failure processing immediately upon detecting a resource problem at any earth station, thereby simplif34ng cleanup operations and minimizingummcessary resource allocation at the remaining earth stations. On the other hand, the parallel method is unable to detect failures this quickly. In Otis method, when a resource problem is detected at an earth station, failure processing must be delayed until all other earth stations in the conference have completed their specified tasks, due to the complexity of int_rupting simultaneous circuit setupsin various states. This delaycausescleanupoperations tobe more complex and results in more frequentallocation of unnecessary resources.
Overall, it was detezmined that the benefits of using the parallel approach in cases where a member is successfully added to a conference far outweighed the drawbacks incurred in cases where a member fails to be added. As such, to fulfill the requirement of being able to add a member to a conference in a minimal amount of time, the parallel approach was used.
As an example, l_gure 8 depicts the chronological sequence of actual orderwires that are sent to accomplish all of the tasks listed above to add a fourth member to a three-party conference, using the parallel method. Table 2 shows actual timing measurements for adding the second through the seventh member to a conference which was started from ES #1 located at NASA-LcRC.
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Figure This detection is performed in the ACTS audio conferencing system through the use of a network lock, which can best be described as a type of "network-wide distributed semaphore". The implementation of this lock mechanism is based upon the broadcast capability of the network (i.e. the ability to specify that an orderwire be sent to all earth stations in the network) and the fact that areprocessedsequentially in theorder in which theyarereceived ateach pointin thenetwork (i.e. atthe MCS, thesatellite and eachearthstation). These two items provide underlying support fora network-widetest and set operation.Thisoperation allowsa single earthstation to manipulate data items at allother earthstations in the network,withtheguarantee of no interference from other earthstations thatmay have simultaneously attemptedthe same manipulation -a conceptwhich isfundamentaltothe operation of thenetworklock.
The ACTS network lock differs from a traditional semaphore in several ways.
Firstof all,a semaphore is a localizedaccess control mechanism,represented by a single datastructure residing on a single system, whereasthenetworklockisa distributed accesscontrol mechanism, represented by replicated data smcunes residing on multiple systems(i.e. earthstations).
In spite of the dispersed nature of the network lock, however, it is still, in the same manner as a semaphore, considered a single entity. Therefore, whenever a lock operation is requested, it is either granted at all earth stations in the network or at none of them.
Secondly,unlike a semaphore,thenetwork lock does not provide mumaUy exclusive accesstoa smallcritical region of code or a resource on a single system, but rather to several non-continuously executed sections of code, each occurring on multiple systems. These sections of code represent processing of low-level events generated as a result ofa specific audioconference useraction. Once such an action is initiated, the network lock is set and each earth station begins processing the events associated with the specific user action. At each earth station, processing of these audio conference events may be intermingled with processing of other non-confexence events, even thoughthe network lock is set. However, as long as the network lock is set, no processing of any audio conference events generated by a diff_nt user action will occur at any earth station.
Lastly, a semaphore and the network lock differ in the types of operations that can be performed upon them. Since a semaphore guards an object (i.e. a critical region or resotur.e) by providing a single entry point and a single exit point, only two operations are needed -one to denote when enuy is permitted (i.e. wait) and one to denote when exit is complete (i.e. signal). There also is no need for a semaphore to store an identifier denoting the holder of the semaphore. In contrast,the network lock guards several non-continuouslyexecutedsectionsof code which do not have a single entry point or single exit point. This requires oneoperation to denote wheninitialentryis permitted, one to denote when repeated entry is permittedand one to denote when exit is complete. The initialentryoperation (i.e.program) also causes an identifierdenoting the holder of the lock (i.e. the access key) to be stored in the lock, If a user is starfin_ a conference, the dialing sequence is dialed immediately aRer picking up a telephone and hearing the dial tone. If the conference cannot be started, for any one of a number of reasons, the user hears the intercept tone until the telephone is hung up. Otherwise, the satellite po_on of the call is set up, and one of the following occurs:
If the telephone at the new member's earth station is in use, the user hears the slow busy tone until the telephone is hung up.
Ifthe telephone at the new member's earth station _not in use, the user heats the ringback tone until either the telephone is hung up, or the new member picks up the ringing telephone, in which case the call is connected.
If a user is _ to an existing conference, the dialing sequence is dialed immediately after executing a hook flash. This causes the user to be temporarily disconnected from the conference, dial tone to be heard and dialing to be enabled. At any time after executing the hook flash, the user may return to the conference by executing anoOmr hook flash. (Note: If the user executes a hook flash to return to the conference before the outcome of the add member request is determined, no notification of the outcome is provided. For the remainder of this discussion, it is assumed that the user does not return to the conference until notification is received.) If the new member cannot be added, for any one of a number of reasons, the user hears the intercept tone until another hook flash is executed, returning the user to the conference. (The conference is unaffected by the failure of the add member request.)
Otherwise, the additional satellite portion of the call is set up, and the user hears the accept tone series until another hook flash is executed, returning the user to the conference.
At this point, one of the following occurs:
If the telephone at the new member's earth station is in use, the user hears the remaining portion, ff 
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The ACTS audio conferencing system st_e_fully demonsuates the usefulness of ACTS technology for practical real-world applications, and in addition, it addresses some shortcomings in audio conferencing stateof-practice.
The completed system fulfills all of the predefined requirements. It allows a conference to be easily started from any standard telephone handset connected to an ACTS TI-VSAT earth station, and new members to be quicldy addedtotheconference atany time using the "hook flash" capability. The system uses the point-to-multipoint on-board switching capability of the satellite plus a conference board at each earth station to achieve single hop voice paths among all participants. 
